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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

Product Code EZ-8C

Application
Wildland Firefighting
Rescue 
Industry Work

Certification
CE Marked to EN352-3
SNR rating of 31dB*

*EQUIVALENT TO CLASS 5

Size 13 x 17 x 10cm / 0.350kg (i)
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HELMET MOUNTED 
EARMUFFS
Pac Fire’s earmuffs have been designed to fit a range of Pacific 
Helmets models using earmuff clips.

The earmuffs are suitable in areas with high noise levels with a SNR 
rating of 31dB.

A. 25MM MOUNTINGS,  ideal for Pacific Helmets 25mm earmuff brackets.

B. CUSHIONED EAR CUP to achieve a firm but comfortable fit.

C. ADJUSTABLE: ear cups can be moved up and down on the metal arms to create 
the most comfortable fit with the best seal.

D. STOWABLE Pac Fire Earmuffs can be placed in three different positions: Standby 
(fig. 2), Usage (fig. 3) and Park (fig. 4).

E. EASY TO CLEAN: ear cups wipe clean.

F. CERTIFICATION: SNR rating of 31dB (equivalent to Class 5) and CE Marked to 
EN352-3. Suitable in areas with high noise levels.
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HEARING PROTECTION

FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Insert the earmuff tongue into the earmuff bracket (fig. 1).
2. Rotate earmuffs into standby position (fig. 2).
3. Push earmuff arms inwards until they “click” into usage position 
(fig. 3).
4. Position the ear cups over the ears so the cushions seal tightly 
around the head. Adjust the position of the ear cup as needed to 
achieve a tight, comfortable fit that exerts pressure around the ears
Ensure the ear cups and earmuff arms are not in contact with the 
chinstrap webbing or edge of the helmet when in use to ensure 
maximum hearing protection.
5. Disengage earmuffs (pull out, away from head back into standby 
position) and rotate earmuffs backward for parking position (fig. 4 ).

CLEANING & CARE
1. Wipe the earmuffs with a damp cloth soaked with mild soap 
and dry with a soft, clean cloth.

• Do not clean with solvents like alcohol, acetone or hand 
sanitiser - do not submerse in water.
• Do not dry in direct sunlight or force dry with hot air.

2. Ensure the earmuffs are in standby position (fig. 2) if stored 
for an extended period.  Do not store above 55ºC.
4. Inspect earmuffs regularly for damage or worn parts - 
particularly the cushions.          
5. Replace the foam liners as needed, we recommend a minimum 
of twice a year.

• Ensure Pac Fire Earmuffs are suitable for your application, 
fitted correctly and according to fitting instructions, worn during 
all periods of hazardous exposure, are inspected regularly and 
replaced when necessary.
• Hearing protection should be used within a hearing 
conservation program that includes noise level assessments by 
qualified personnel, audiometric testing and engineering controls.
• This simplified system is based on certain assumptions and 
approximations. If you have any concerns about the relevance 
of the classification system, consult an occupational hygienist or 
safety professional.
• Inspect earmuffs regularly for damage or worn parts.
• This product contains metallic components that may increase 
electrical hazards.

WARNINGS

fig. 4

fig. 1 fig. 2
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H=36dB M=28dB L=21dB SNR=31dB

Test Frequencies (Hz) 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000

Mean Attenuation (dB) 15,8 20,9 28,6 39,2 37,1 39,9 8,8

Standard Deviation (dB) 2,2 2,1 3,4 2,2 2,8 2,2 3,6

Mean minus SD 13,6 18,8 25,2 37,0 34,3 37,7 35,2
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